NomCom 2022-2023
Final Report
"Things Happened"

- We got a late start
- DMARC forces IETF mailing list, not aliases
- I made mistakes in setting up the candidate pool
- Appeals
- Scheduling was hard
- I made other mistakes
- Schedule impact:
  - We met pretty regularly; had good attendance
  - Time to do questionnaire shortened (13 days compared to >40)
  - Interviews were 45 minutes (sync'd to IETF session times)
- But we made it!
Appeals

When a volunteer stopped replying, I picked the next one the list.

- **Appeal:** you should have re-run the selection process per RFC 8713
- **Decision:** plan upheld
- **Action:** Errata filed that RFC is unclear and doesn't follow practice

Disqualifying an incumbent who did not see email reminders about their questionnaire.

- **Appeal:** Previously we tried harder to reach candidates, let me in.
- **Decision:** Upheld.
- **Action:** During nominations, remind people to follow ietf-announce
Candidates and Feedback

- 45 individual candidates
- 748 comments from IETF community
  - Range from 3 to 40; mean 16.6; standard deviation 9.2
  - Pretty much all comments were read by all volunteers
- 16 positions; four ran unopposed
- NomCom picked
  - Roman for a third term
  - Warren for a fourth term
  - Alvaro (a potential fifth-term AD) for the IAB
- You'll see more results later on in the meeting :)
For more information

- Skim our Wiki
- Read the "Second RFC 8989 report"
- Watch the GenDispatch session; read the minutes
- My forthcoming tell-all "NomCom Chair for Dummies" RFC

The current AD job is unsustainable and must be fixed by the community.